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Introduction
 Climate change offers myriad challenges to society, including a rising sea level and increasingly intense storms. Resilience to climate 
change, particularly the reliance on hard barriers, only protects certain areas and raises the risk of catastrophic failure. More deeply, these 
approaches reflect an attempt to preserve society as it exists today, denying the reality that the multi-millennia process of climate change 
necessitates a more profound reevaluation of how society operates. Adaptation takes this need as a given, arguing for the retrofitting of 
infrastructure to regular inundation when possible and the abandonment of at-risk areas when not. However, these strategies are either 
expensive and technically difficult over the long term or massively disruptive to communities, deeming large stretches of the world’s most 
densely populated coasts ultimately uninhabitable. I propose a more flexible alternative, the development of a floating infrastructure, allowing 
for an ongoing habitation of coastal areas while adapting to the deluge of both temporary storm surge and the long-term rise in sea level over 
decades and centuries. This pragmatic adaptation posits the architectural and urban question of how to reconceptualize water as a new form of 
ground.  
 New York City is selected as an urban center that is highly shaped by its waterfront and nautical history, along with the relative scarcity of 
land to build on. The choice of selecting a city as a site reflects the larger need for shelter from the open ocean as well as the necessity, at least 
in its ealy development, of integrated economy and infrastructure between land city and water city. 
 Littoral cities such as Amsterdam or Venice are largely constructed around land reclamation, and thus face their own unique challenges 
from climate change. However, their intimate connection to water provide a historical analogue for a water centric urban design strategy. The 
Netherlands represents a society that is increasingly attempting to adapt to the natural transformations of a complex water system and the 
interconnectedness between the layers of built infrastructure networks and human habitation. Venice reflects a society deeply integrated with 
water across the levels of politics, culture and economics, replicating and transforming urban typologies typical to more conventional land cities. 
 
 Floating architecture, like ships, can be prefabricated in dry docks: this would potentially limit costs while removing size limits imposed 
by city streets. To counter this tendency to repetitive efficiency, the structures would implement a process of self-built incremental design 
superimposed on a prefabricated superstructure. This would also allow communities to better shape the built environment to their needs, 
developing a local sense of community and character for an otherwise new and artificial neighborhood.
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Climate
Change
Sea level rise
and
Increasesd 
Storm Severity
1. Do Nothing
2. Mitigation:
-Shrink Global Economy
-Zero Carbon Energy Transition
-Develop Carbon Sinks
-Geoengineering
3. Resilience:
-Hard / Artificial Barrier
-Soft / Ecological Barrier
-Enhanced Evacuation Plans
4. Adaption:
-Retreat from coastal areas
-Retrofit existing infrastructure
-Floating Infrastructure
))
Framing of Climate Change Responses
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Prelude FLNG 
Uru People
Tenochtitlan
MS Harmony of the Seas
Amsterdam Venice
Ma’dan People
Ma’dan People 
(Prehistory -)
LOCATION: Tigris-Euphrates marshlands (Iraq) 
and Hoveyzieh marshes (Iran)
ELEVATION: 0 - 170 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Freshwater River Wetlands
MATERIAL: Reeds
POPULATION: 500,000
Uru People 
(Prehistory -)
LOCATION: Lake Titicaca (Bolivia, Peru)
ELEVATION: 12,507 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Highland Freshwater Lake
MATERIAL: Totoro Reeds
POPULATION: 4,600
Venice 
(568 ce -)
LOCATION: Venetian Lagoon (Italy)
ELEVATION: 0 - 3 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Sheltered Saltwater Bay
MATERIAL: Wooden Piles, Limestone, Brick
POPULATION: 260,897
Tenochtilan 
(1325ce - 1521 ce)
LOCATION: Lake Texcoco (Mexico)
ELEVATION: 7,349 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Brackish Inland Lake
MATERIAL: Mud Filled Woven reed and Stake 
Fences, Stone
POPULATION (1521): 200,000 - 300,000
Amsterdam 
(1275ce -)
LOCATION: Zuiderzee Bay, 
Ij and Amstel Rivers (Netherlands)
ELEVATION: -7 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Mix of Freshwater Rivers and Brackish Wetlands, 
Freshwater Palders
MATERIAL: Mud Filled Woven Reed and Stake Fences, Stone
POPULATION (1521): 200,000 - 300,000
MS Harmony of the Seas 
(2015)
LOCATION: 18.13775 N 64.53195 W
ELEVATION: 0 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Open Ocean
MATERIAL: Steel
POPULATION : Crew: 2,300 Passenger: 6,780
Caspian Offshore Accommodation Barge (Sea-500)
(2015)
LOCATION: Various
ELEVATION: 0 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Open Ocean
MATERIAL: Steel
POPULATION : 353
Prelude Floating Natural Gas Platform (FLNG)
(2017)
LOCATION: 13° 47.2´S 123° 19.0´ E
ELEVATION: 0 Feet
ENVIROMENT: Open Ocean
MATERIAL: Steel
POPULATION : 240
Mudhif: Large Communal Guest 
House and Meeting Place
Structural reed collumns pre- 
stresssed to form parabalic
Perforated walls allow light and
ventilation and light while 
maintaining privacy
Reed mat depresses when
stepped on and frays
Bottom continuously 
decays when in water, 
new layers added every
three months
Interior courtyards collect and filter rainwater into public cisterns
Alder wood pilings preserved in low oxygen mud 
Narrow interior alleys provide 
shade and maximize waterfront 
access  
Perferorated facade 
maximize ventilation
and daylight   
Stepped water acess
emphasized ease of
boat access   
Chinampas constructed by reed fences filled 
with deredged mud and compost   
Willow trees on corners
stabalize against erosion  
Stone paved plazas for major public
markets and temples  
Plaza Mayor centrally 
contains temples and 
palace  
Narrow interior streets host secondary programs   
Pulleys allow furniture to bipass 
narrow stairways
Trees and parking line canal
Narrow lots maximize acess to waterfront
Houseboats expand residential 
areas into canals
Houses with direct
access to water
Helipad as primary acess to 
floating platform
Proximity of crew quarters to helipad allows for 
quick exit in case of emergency
Life Boats as self contained and enclosed vessels
Interior courtyard maximizes private view of ocean
Dining solarium maximizes roof area
Helipad provides ease of daily worker access
Cranes allow ease of moving heavy 
equipment despite narrow decks
Flare releaves excess gas pressure while 
staying safely away from refinery equipment
Historic Timeline of Aquatic Urbanism
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San Francisco:
Inhabiting the Quake
Plan for Tokyo Bay
Lagos Shanty Megastructurees
Shard House, San Francisco: 
Inhabiting the Quake
(Lebbeus Woods 1995)
LOCATION: San Francisco Bay, California
ELEVATION: sea level
MATERIAL: Scavanged steel and existing dock 
pilings
Lagos Shanty Megastructures 
(Olalekan Jeyifous 2015)
LOCATION: Lagos, Nigeria
ELEVATION: sea level
MATERIAL: Scavanged steel sheeting and 
existing urban fabric
Lagos Shanty Megastructures 
(Kenzo Tange 1960)
LOCATION: Tokyo, Japan
ELEVATION: sea level
MATERIAL: Steel Reinforced Concrete
Noah’s Ark
(Yahweh and Noah (Architect of 
Record) 4th Century BC)
LOCATION: Mount Ararat
ELEVATION: 16,854 ft
MATERIAL: Gopher Wood
Walking City
(Ron Herron, 1964)
LOCATION: Global
ELEVATION: Global
MATERIAL: Steel
Periscoping access tubes allow entrance from ground level host cities 
and other walking city modules
Long steel legs and wheels allow for traversal of rugged terrain of post apocalyptic land and sea
Office blocks suspended from grounded concrete piers
Large terraces provide public pedestrian space 
and room for raised vegetation
Multilevel highways form the spine of the residential structures,
 interconnecting them to the larger urban context.
Gondolas provide an alternative to the interminable 
congestion of downtown Lagos surface traffic 
Raised pedestrian paths provide parks seperated from
ground level pollution and offers ressilience to flooding
Speculative Timeline of Aquatic Urbanism
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Historic / Speculative Precedents Autonomy / Incremental HousingClimate Change
Elements of Venice:
“Something close to three-quarters of the volume of the 
building constructed in Venice during the time of the 
Republic were devoted to residences for three social classes: 
proletarian, bourgeois, patrician. Since the numerical ratio of 
these classes was normally 4% patricians (that is, governing 
class), 10% bourgeois (of which many connected with the 
bureaucracy) and the remaining 86% were proletarian, we can 
conclude that perhaps 75% of the great volume of venetian 
residences consisted of houses inhabited by the lower class.”
-Egle Trincanato 1971, pg. 79
“What is essential in Venice is the organization of natural and 
artificial circulation systems: pedestrians and gondolas. The 
pedestrian circulation is miraculously economic, absolutely 
efficient. A revelation! The lesson was so strong, that they 
procured me the land registry. Streets are 1.20 m wide, of 
2m, of 3m. A street of 6m is huge! [Venice] is a pure cardiace 
system, impeccable. The percentage of land devoted to the 
[pedestrian] circulation is minimum! Venice, functional city, 
extremely functional, is a model for urban planners of today, 
testimony of the rigor required for the urban phenomena, 
Venice is testimony of functional rigor.”
-Le Corbusier 1924, pg 129
“Venice: multiple cities brought together at once.”
-Jacopo Sansovino 1585, pg. 232
“The Arsenal workforce should also be considered for the 
particular significance which it had in the larger history of 
European labour, as a reminder of the variety of modes of 
workplace organization that flourished in the pre-modern 
manufacturing world… The massive, concentrated workforce 
of large manufacturies like the Arsenal presented for the first 
time kinds of management problems… [such as] the disciplines 
of wages and time, the need for coordinated work gangs, and 
the formation of specialized and uniform “company towns” 
on the fringe of the workplace… The arsenalotti [“made” 
out of independent Venetian shipbuilders ] never became a 
worker class… They lived in an isolation and a state of self-
sufficenecy that made the district virtually an urban village… 
a prototype company town.”
-Robert C Davis 1991, pg. 655
New York 2140:
“...the Dutch township. This floating city was one of the oldest of the 
townships, and like the rest of them it floated slowly around the world, a 
detached piece of the Netherlands, which had been so flooded by the 
Second Pulse that New Amsterdam equaled something like five percent 
of the home country’s remaining actual land. Like all the townships 
it was essentially a floating island, mainly self-sufficient, and 
directed by Holland’s government to wander the Earth help-
ing intertidal peoples in whatever way possible, including 
relocating them to higher ground. ...and soon they descended 
to the startling green island floating ahead of them—a big island, big 
enough that its airport’s landing strips could land jets, not that there were 
many jets left. The city plane descended and rolled to a taxiing speed in 
about a third of the length of the runway. Once out of the plane and then 
the airport, they could have been on Long Island. There was no feeling 
of floating, no movement of any kind. This always amazed Charlotte. 
Around her the neat little buildings made it look like a Dutch town. 
Despite the elegant look of the buildings and streets, it was not hard to 
see the uneasiness in the eyes of the people housed in the township’s 
refugee dorms.”
“Start of the Second Pulse. Breach of Bjarke’s Wall. I was about your age. 
You can’t imagine I was ever that young, can you... Everyone thought it 
would happen gradually, and out in the boroughs it did. But they had 
built a surge wall about a hundred years before, Bjarke’s Wall, to keep 
downtown from flooding. It worked too... You could lose your balance if 
you looked at both sides at once. It kind of made you sick to your stomach. 
Because the water was higher than the land. You couldn’t believe it. 
People would get the staggers and laugh, or cry... That day is why 
they’ll never polder the harbor. I don’t know why people even 
talk about that. Dam the Narrows and Hell Gate, pump the 
Hudson into the sea—it’s crazy. Something breaks and boom, 
it would all go under again. Including Brooklyn and Queens 
and the Bronx. I can’t even imagine how many people would 
get killed.” “Didn’t they all get flooded too?” Stefan asked. “Sure, but 
slower, and earlier, because they didn’t have the wall. Bjarke’s Wall gave 
lower Manhattan about ten extra years.”
“The great diesel-burning container ships were broken up and reconfigured 
as containerclippers, smaller, slower, and there again, more labor-intensive. 
Oh my there was a real need for human labor again...and the ships 
often served as floating schools, academies, factories, parties, 
or prison sentences. Sails were augmented by kite sails sent up far up 
into the atmosphere to catch stronger winds... Civilization itself began to 
exhibit a kind of eastward preponderance of movement, following the jet 
streams; where the trade winds blew there was some countervailing action 
westward, but the drift of things was generally easterly.”
“People retreated inland, capital decamped. Governments 
too left the coastlines, relieved to be done with relief, as the 
remaining problems were intractable. Further salvage and 
repair was a job for market forces, they declared, but in fact 
market forces proved not to be interested. The drowned 
zones were not only not the highest rates of return, they were 
the lowest; they were labeled “development sinks,” ...So, first 
looters and salvage crews and displaced residents all paddled in and out 
with what could be taken away. Then the squatters and the stubborn were 
left in possession. Others came in from elsewhere, immigrants to disaster. 
The narrow but worldwide strip of wreckage that they occupied was 
dangerous and unhealthy, but there was some infrastructure left standing, 
and one immediate option was to live in that wreckage. Though many 
stretches of new coast were more or less abandoned, New York, the great 
blah blah of the blah blah, with uptown still high and dry—yes, people 
returned to the drowned parts of New York ...Not a few experienced an 
upgrade in both material circumstances and quality of life. For sure rents 
went down, often to zero. So a lot of people stayed. Squatters. The 
dispossessed. The water rats. Denizens of the deep, citizens 
of the shallows. And a lot of them were interested in trying 
something different, including which authorities they gave 
their consent to be governed by. Hegemony had drowned, 
so in the years after the flooding there was a proliferation of 
cooperatives, neighborhood associations, communes, squats, 
barter, alternative currencies, gift economies, solar usufruct, 
fishing village cultures, mondragons, unions, Davy’s locker 
freemasonries, anarchist blather, and submarine technoculture, 
including aeration and aquafarming. Also sky living in skyvillages 
that used the drowned cities as mooring towers and festival exchange 
points; containerclippers and townships as floating islands; art-not-
work, the city regarded as a giant collaborative artwork; blue 
greens, amphibiguity, heterogeneticity, horizontalization, 
deoligarchification; also free open universities, free trade 
schools, and free art schools. Not uncommonly all of these 
experiments were being pursued in the very same building. 
Lower Manhattan became a veritable hotbed of theory and 
practice, like it always used to say it was, but this time for real. All very 
interesting. A ferment, a tumult, a mess. Possibly New York had never 
yet been this interesting, which is saying a lot, even discounting all the 
bullshit. In any case, pretty damned interesting. But wherever there is a 
commons, there is enclosure. You can bank on that. You can take that to 
the bank. So to speak. And with things going as well as they were in lower 
Manhattan, such that some people even complained it was getting back 
to the same old shabby garbled expensive bourgeois wannabe mess that 
it had been before the floods, there began to rise into visibility a newly 
viable infrastructure and canalculture—the intertidal, the SuperVenice, 
occupied and performed by energetic people who were hungry for more. 
In other words, taken all in all, a place that might make for a very high rate 
of return on investment! So a situation was developing. Push was coming 
to shove. And when push comes to shove—well, who knows? Anything 
can happen.”
“So, there’s a combination of new techs that add up to what you might call 
eelgrass housing. Some of it comes from aquaculture. Basically, you stop 
trying to resist. You flex with the currents, you rise and fall on the tides. 
You take graphene’s strength, and newglue’s stickiness, and fauxfascia’s 
flexibility. You put bollards in the bedrock, however deep that is, and 
anchor them to bands of fascia cord that would stretch with the 
tides and would always be long enough to reach the surface, 
where you attach a floating platform. You make the platform 
the size of your ordinary Manhattan block.” “So it would be like 
living on a dock, or a houseboat.” “Yes. And some of it can lie underwater, 
like in the hull of a ship. Then you link all the platforms, so that they move 
together in the tides, like eelgrass. Side bumpers where necessary, like 
boats have where their sides hit a dock. Eventually you’d have a floating 
mat of these platforms, a whole neighborhood of them.”
“Sun blazed off canals and made the rank-and-file forest of buildings 
look like rows of standing stones in some half-sunk Avalon. Black pillars 
drowned to the knees; it was a surreal sight, there was no 
coming to terms with it, it never ceased to look bizarre, even 
though she had lived in it all her life. What a fate. A somewhat glorious 
fate.”
Carfree Design Manual:
“Once cars are removed  from city streets, a great deal of design 
flexibility arises. In particular, streets can be much narrower 
than today. Without cars, we are free to arrange the 
intimate, small scale neighborhoods that people 
seem to prefer... the creation of urban villages, 
which offer a rich social life to their members. The 
completed neighborhoods would reflect the needs, 
desires, and hopes of their residents. The process 
should yield complex, beautiful neighborhoods 
that will endure because people cherish them.”
The Windup Girl
“Protecting the Kingdom from all the infections of the natural 
world is like trying to catch the ocean with a net. One can 
snare a certain number of fish, sure, but the ocean is always 
there, surging through… “
-47
“Vendors scab along the alley lengths with bits of tarping 
and blankets spread above to protect them from the hammer 
blast of the sun. Just beyond, the dike and lock system of 
King Rama XII’s seawall looms, holding back the weight of 
the blue ocean. It’s difficult not to always be aware 
of those high walls and the pressure of the water 
beyond. Difficult to think of the City of Divine 
Beings as anything other than a disaster waiting 
to happen. But the Thais are stubborn and have fought to 
keep their revered city of Krung Thep from drowning. With 
coal burning pumps and leveed labor and a deep faith in the 
visionary leadership of their Chakri Dynasty, they have so far 
kept at bay that thing which has swallowed New York and 
Rangoon, Mumbai and New Orleans.”
“The main compound of Mishimoto & Co. lie on the far side 
of the water, in Thonburi... All around, the sea and khlongs 
lap. The Japanese are forward-looking, and have 
built themselves  entirely on the water, on floating 
bamboo rafts that are said to lie nearly fifty feet 
thick, creating a compound nearly impervious to 
the floods and tides of the Chao Phraya River.”
“The destroyed locks and sabotaged pumps take six days to 
kill the city of Divine Beings... Emiko watched the fight to save 
the city for three days, and then the monsoons came and the 
last attempts at holding back the ocean were abandoned. 
Rain gushed down, a vast deluge sweeping out dust and 
debris, sending every bit of the city swirling and rising. 
People swarmed from their homes with their belongings on 
their heads. The city slowly filled with water, becoming a vast 
lake lapping around second-story windows.”
Elemental The Autonomous City Anarchitecture
“If I could believe in Utopia it would be a Utopia of free 
movement, a Perpetual assertion of self-determined 
existence in space and time. But I cannot believe in Utopia, 
so I believe in movement attained through and limited by 
struggle, tension, anxiety and the assertion of my personal 
power against the power of the earth, Against Gravity and 
death. I cannot believe in Utopia because Utopia insists on 
absolute consensus among people, and such a consensus 
cancels the individuals power to assert his or her presence 
in the world. Consensus is an ally of gravity. It is in fact a 
form of gravity that slowly and insidiously disables individuals 
and makes them impotent before the red line was claims of 
gravity and death. I declare war on consensus.”
Exteme CitiesDelta Urbanism: The Netherlands
“All of the landscapes that arose from the natural peat 
bogs subsided, resulting in a relatively quick fall in ground 
level. This demanded constant adaptations in the drainage 
system. Land that was once high ground became 
low ground and vice versa throughout the Dutch 
landscape.”
Robinson, Kim Stanley. New York 2140. Orbit, 2017.Meyer, Han, Steffen Nijhuis, and Inge Bobbink. Delta 
Urbanism: The Netherlands. 1st ed. Delta Urbanism. 
Studies in Tectonic Culture:
“The circumstantial demands of the car, of parking and so 
forth, will eat away all the spaces that exist now and pretty 
soon you have no identifying traces of what I call loyalties—
the landmarks. Remember, when you think of your city, you 
think immediately of certain places which identify the city, 
as you enter it. If they’re gone, your feeling for the city is 
lost and gone.... If because of the demands of the 
motorcar, we stiffen and harden the city-omitting 
water, omitting the green world—the city will be 
destroyed. Therefore the car, because of its destructive 
value, must start us rethinking the city in terms of the green 
world, in terms of the world of water, and of air, and of 
locomotion.”
-Louis Kahn 
Crawford, J. H. Car Free Design Manual. Utrecht: Inter-
national Books, 2009.
Frampton, Kenneth. Studies in Tectonic Culture: The 
Poetics of Construction in Nineteenth and Twentieth 
Century Architecture. MIT Press, 1995.
The Unequal Distribution of 
Catastrophe in North Carolina:
A recent study by the geologist Jan Zalasiewicz and twenty-
four co-authors estimated the total weight of human 
infrastructure—buildings, roads, vehicles, intensely cultivated 
cropland—at thirty trillion tons, roughly three thousand 
tons for every human being. In 2013, Peter Haff, a Duke 
University earth scientist, reckoned that without this 
infrastructure, which he calls “the technosphere,” 
human population “would quickly decline toward 
its Stone Age base of no more than ten million.” 
You can relax that pessimism by an order of magnitude and 
still conclude that most of us would not survive outside our 
artificial habitat. We would be what Shakespeare’s King 
Lear calls “unaccommodated man”: a “poor, bare, forked 
animal”... A “natural disaster,” then, is at least half 
non-natural, the product of a natural event and the 
infrastructure that it floods, shakes, or ignites.”
-Jedediah Purdy
Foscari, Giulia. Elements of Venice. LARS MULLER, 
2014.
Dawson, Ashley. Extreme Cities: The Peril and Promise 
of Urban Life in the Age of Climate Change. London: 
Verso, 2017.
Purdy, Jedediah. “The Unequal Distribution of Catastro-
phe in North Carolina.” The New Yorker, September 18, 
2018.
Aravena, Alejandro, and Andrés Iacobelli. Elemental: 
Incremental Housing and Participatory Design Manual. 
Vol. 1. Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2012.
Bacigalupi, Paolo. The Windup Girl. New York: Night 
Shade Books, 2015.
Vasudevan, Alex. The Autonomous City: A History of 
Urban Squatting. Verso, 2017.
Woods, Lebbeus. Lebbeus Woods: Anarchitecture 
Architecture Is a Political Act. Vol. 22. Architectural 
Monographs. Academy Press, 1992.
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Apertures
-The project was presented as a narrow snapshot of floating urbanism at a “mature” development level, alternatively: 
1.How could origins have been explored more, i.e.. Dry-dock construction system, initial implementation and relationship to coastline, transition 
pre and post major flooding. 
2. More interestingly, what does floating urbanism look like over multiple human generations (or building module generations, how are they 
decommissioned? Artificial reefs, permanently docked, continuously patched? What’s the life span of a float block?) How long until habitation of 
artificial ground becomes socially “normal” for its tenets. 
-To what degree must these structures that act as both singular discreet architecture and plural blended urbanism cater to the heightened 
fragility of inhabitants? Is this fragility heightened by the chaotic impact of severe climate change? 
-What about leaving NYC, or even just moving up or down the east River? How do blocks rearrange over time?
-How would more specialized floating cultural institutions develop? I.e. theatre districts, art museums etc.
-How do blocks form individual identities communal identities? What is the value of inter block rivalries vs. the necessity of large scale rivalries? 
Should each block be self sufficient or interdependent because of the distribution of essential infrastructure? How does the design of inter-block 
connection facilitate these relationships?
- How does this subvert earlier relationships to parkland and water in the 19th and 20th century?
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